Functional H erbalism
The Eclectic School of Herbal Medicine is
an innovative school that is revolutionizing
the way Clinical Herbalism is taught. Our
school's founder, Thomas Easley, created
Functional Herbalism, a unique method of
practice integrating Traditional Western
Herbalism with Clinical Nutrition and
Functional Medicine. Functional Herbalism
is a systems-based model that honors
traditional plant-focused therapies, while
recognizing the importance of lifestyle
transformations and utilizing the practical
aspects of Functional Medicine theory. In
this way, we guide our students toward a
clinical practice that addresses the whole
person rather than an isolated set of
symptoms or disease.

Eclectic School of H erbal M edicine
336-804-0903
www.EclecticSchoolofH erbalM edicine.com

ECLECTIC SCHOOL OF
HERBAL MEDICINE
Integrative H erbal Intensive Program

I ntegrative H erbal I ntensive Program
Interest in herbal medicine is growing, along with it the amount of
educational opportunities available to students of herbalism.
Choosing the right school for your learning needs means you must
first decide on your desired course of study and the amount of time
you are able to commit to your education.
If you can read through the following description and still answer yes
to the questions posed, then our Integrative Herbal Intensive
Program may be right for you.

Do you want to be a practicing clinical herbalist?
Are you fully prepared to dedicate yourself to 11-months of intense
education?
Can you sit in classroom, listening to lecture, for 30 hours a week?

Our integrative herbal intensive is a clinically focused program that
integrates traditional western herbalism with functional medicine, a
style of practice we have coined functional herbalism.
To become a functional herbalist, you must be prepared to dedicate
vast amounts of time to your education, which means sitting in a
classroom for many hours a day listening to lecture. After which you
must be capable of spending even more time reading, researching
and writing. On top of all this studying, you will have weekly free
clinic appointments ever Friday.

The structure of our intensive program is unique among herb
schools. Most clinical programs are held one weekend a month, or a
couple of days each week. These formats work well for some and are
necessary for others, as not everyone's lives afford them the time
necessary for full-time training. Our student?s step into 11-months of
full time accelerated learning.
What we have found is if you are able to fully immerse yourself in
intense studies, for almost a full year, you will graduate with a
knowledge base that usually takes years to acquire. By the end of our
intensive program, students are trained and ready to begin their
personal practices. And educated with the skills and experience
necessary to effectively help even the most difficult cases.
Of the 30 hours a week class time, it is spent mostly in lecture. While
we recognize there is immense value in nature connection for all
humans and are mindful of the importance of developing
relationships with plants, we only have so much allotted time to train
our students.
If you are desirous of an education that spends more time outdoors,
facilitating nature connection this program may not be for you. If you
want to focus intensely on training to be a practicing clinical herbalist
for 11-months (and frolic with the wildflowers in your limited free
time) then please read on for more details.

ESH M I ntensive Program 2019- 2020
Eclectic School of Herbal Medicine?s upcoming full-time intensive
program will begin in June 3rd, 2019. The intensive is an 11-month
program directed by head instructor Thomas Easley. Our program is
truly an intensive, with 30 hours of lecture a week plus studying,
homework and clinic, you will have little time for much else. To be in
the intensive you must be fully prepared to fully dedicate yourself to
herbalism for the entirety of the program.
Our herbal intensive program is hosted at Wellspring Mountain, a
500-acre camp tucked away into a mountainside of the Blue Ridge in
a small town called Lowgap, North Carolina. Over 90% of the land is
set aside for plant preservation and land conservancy.
There are options for live-in, commuting and distance opportunities.
Our lodging options are shared dorms, private rooms or cabins.
Although our accommodations contain modern amenities such as a
bathhouse and laundry facilities, you?ll still feel like you?re living in the
wilderness. There are a limited number of spots in this program and
on campus.
The 2019-2020 Integrative Herbal Intensive Program runs June 3rd,
2019 through April 30th, 2020.
Cu r r icu lu m
The Eclectic School of Herbal Medicine's curriculum is designed to
take you through the process of becoming a clinical herbalist, from
foundations to practive.
Grounded in traditional Western herbalism, the program places a
focus on the Eclectic tradition of using the best remedy, herbal or
otherwise, for every situation.

At our school, we meld together modern clinical skills and the
wisdom of folk medicine into a cohesive training platform. Lectures
will go in-depth into the anatomy and physiology involved in the ten
major body systems, and the associated pathology. There is a heavy
focus on clinical nutrition, which is a focal point of program?s healing
modalities. You will be taught how to conduct consultations and the
art of physical assessment, as well as how to proficiently read blood
work. We have an aromatherapy component to our intensive
program. Aromatherapist Jade Shutes will be instructing our
students in over 20 hours of essential oil use in clinical practice.
New to our curriculum this year will be the addition of a movement
therapy section, taught by Forrest Tracy Chalmers. Through this
component students will learn holistic restorative movement
therapies to deal with the structural disorders and pain that is
prevalent in our society. We are working on scheduling these
sessions into next year 's curriculum and class times are TBD.
The intensive program?s lecture hours will run four days a week
Monday through Thursday from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm EST (not
including weekend intensives) and you will accumulate a total of over
1600 hours of combined classroom, clinic, research and writing time.
Our clinic is held on Fridays during the program you will need to be
available for sitting in on consults, or after the 16th week of the
program leading you own.
Please email classes@eclecticschoolofherbalmedicine.com for a
detailed curriculum outline.

ESH M I ntensive Program 2019- 2020
Pr er equ isit es

Clin ic

Our integrative intensive has a 175-hour prerequisite program that
must be completed prior to the start of the program. We utilize these
prerequisites for the development of valuable study habits for
students prior to the program commencement and to build
foundational knowledge that enables incoming students to enter the
intensive on a more level knowledge base.

The Eclectic School of Herbal Medicine is host to a free-clinic for the
community. At our core is a problem-based learning approach, you?ll
be reviewing case histories and working with clients throughout most
of the program.

The prerequisites are included in tuition and include energetics,
phytochemistry, history, research skills, drug herb interactions and
foundational aromatherapy. Once you put in your deposit we will
give you access to the online classroom where they are located.
Upon completion of the prereqs, there will be an entrance exam.
While no one will be excluded from the program for their
performance on the test, you will be required to take it for entrance
into the program.

Gu est In st r u ct or s
Throughout the duration of the program, we will be bringing in guest
instructors to teach. The educators invite to our school are some of
the top herbalists and instructors in their field. They will be educating
our students on a variety of topics.
We focus on bringing in diverse voices to the program, learning from
herbalists of varying background, in an attempt to train more
conscious, effective and well-rounded practitioners.

Students will gain consultation skills and learn how to put together
wellness plans, including herbal formulas.
The clinic is supervised by staff herbalists who review each case and
work with students to create effective programs for clients. We hold
our free clinic on Fridays, after the 16th week of the program.

M edicin e M ak in g
Led by Lindsey Feldpausch our medicine making classes will teach
you not only how to properly prepare a standardized tincture and
how blend potent salves, you?ll also learn the intricacies of soxhlet
extractors and more.
This training is designed to put you out ahead of the rest in the field
of medicine making. While limited, students do spend time working
hands-on with plants by learning how to sustainably wild craft and
how to create medicines. Through this you will develop a closer
relationship with the plant life and natural world that surrounds us.

ESH M I ntensive Program 2019- 2020
Nat u r al Set t in g

Lodgin g

Our school is located just ten minutes from the Blue Ridge Parkway
in a protected woodland forest. We are working towards clearing
existing trails and developing a network of hiking trails.

Wellspring Mountain and ESHM is dedicated to providing a safe,
inclusive and welcoming space for all students. To live on the
mountain you must be able be respectful of all and live communally
with others.

We are also developing gardens, as well as vegetable and herb
gardens; and hope to give the students the opportunity to help in the
development, and upkeep of these projects. Students will have the
opportunity to learn how to identify plants that grow in the area,
through plant walks and in class botany lessons.

Facilit ies
Of our 500-acre botanical sanctuary, 40 of those are built upon and
house the facilities in which we live and teach. The campgrounds
used to be a home for troubled youth and before we inhabited it in
March of 2015, it sat empty for 5 years. The grounds have a very
summer camp kind of feel and are all a continual work in progress.

Students of previous programs have created beautiful communities
over the course of the program, and many friendships that will last a
lifetime. But living communally can be challenging, and a situation in
which you must prepare yourself for.
Lodging costs are separate from tuition and cover lodging and utility
charges. Students will be responsible for you their own food and
transportation.
We have two living options. Our lodge was built in 2008, it has half
baths and is temperature controlled with both heat and air. The
lodge is a pet free zone, to accomadate students with allergies.

Except our lodge which is about a decade old, has a modern feel and
is well mantained.

Our cabins are one-room, 11.5 x 11.5 with propane heat but no air
conditioning. Pets are allowed to live on camp if their owner has
secured a private cabin for them.

Tu it ion cost

There are two student kitchens on camp, one for the lodge and one
for the private cabins. The bath house is shared between some staff
and all students.

The cost of the program, whether you do the on-site or distance
option, is $12,500. We will have a limited number of payment plans
available. There is a non-refundable $2500 deposit to hold your spot
in the program and must be submitted to guarantee your placement
and lodging.

Shared dorm room in our lodge $2500
Private room in our lodge is $3000
Private, one room cabin is $3500

L ive- stream I ntensive Program
ESHM's Integrative Intensive Program for the 2019-2020 season will
be offered in a live-streaming format. We are happy to provide this
option to those wishing to take our program, but are unable to move
to the mountains of North Carolina to do so.
This is a distance learning option added onto our Integrative
Intensive Program, all in-class lectures will streamed live, and all
students near and far will have the opportunity to ask questions and
interact via a live representative. Meaning, there will be someone in
front of the computer to speak for you, so all your questions and
comments will be vocalized. Each class will be recorded and posted
for future viewing.
While this option takes moving across country out of the equation, it
is still an intensive program and will require your dedication and
commitment for completion. There is a level of discipline that will
need to be established for the student who lives afar, you will have
to be a self-motivator.
All assignments and clinical hours will be mandatory for certification,
same as the on-site students. There will be papers assigned and tests
to take, discussions to be participated in. But there are differences as
well.
Our medicine making, plant walks and wildcrafting component will
not be live-streamed or recorded. To compensate for this we will give
you access to Thomas?online medicine making series that will teach
you how to make medicine at home.

We will still expect you to participate in clinic hours and submit your
case reviews. We will work with you to line-up skype/phone
consultations if needed, but you will also be required to schedule
clients for in-person consultations in your area. You will receive the
same level of clinical guidance and education.
For any student that chooses to participate in an online streaming
format, you will be encouraged to attend any live classes that fit into
your schedule. You will be welcome to come to our location anytime
and sit in on classes, be it intensive weekends or just a week you
decided to travel on over. We will have a dorm room set aside for
students who wish to do this, and the lodging cost will be $10.00 a
night.
To graduate from our program, you will be required to attend our
clinical final?s week. This will be held on-site here at Wellspring, and
will include clinic testing and a final exam.

Applicat ion Pr ocess
All students must submit an application, please email address below
for a copy. Upon receiving your completed application we will reach
out to you to schedule an interview.
Con t act in f o
Please contact Lindsey Feldpausch with any program questions,
Classes@EclecticSchoolofHerbalMedicine.com or call (336) 804-0903

M el Kast in g, RH (AHG)

I ntensive Program I nstr uctors

Mel Kasting is a Clinical Herbalist, Freelance
Writer, and Clinic Director for the Eclectic School
of Herbal Medicine?s student-led free clinic. She
told her mother at 8 years old, ?I want to be the
box car children when I grow up,? and has pretty
much lived up to the task. Her passion for
plant-based healing, as well as an incurable
wanderlust, have taken her from the Columbines
School of Botanical Studies in Eugene, OR, to the
Eclectic School of Herbal Medicine?s mountain
haven in Lowgap, NC, and many places in
between. She studied primarily botany,
wildcrafting, plant ecology, and clinical
herbalism. When not living the herbal dream,
she loves to hike and dance.

Th om as Easley, RH (AHG)
Thomas Easley is a clinical herbalist and
professional member of the American
Herbalists Guild.
Thomas integrates modern science and
traditional Western herbalism into a unified
and systematic approach to health and
healing. He uses herbs from all over the
world, including Ayurveda and Traditional
Chinese Medicine, but focuses on the deep
and rich tradition of Western herbalism.

Lin dsey Feldpau sch , RH
(AHG)

Thomas emphasizes using foods as primary
medicine and uses intensive diets, as well as
stress reduction techniques, nutritional
supplements, and exercise to help people
achieve their health goals. Thomas believes
that herbal medicine has the potential to
change the world. Unfortunately much of
what is taught about herbs and supplements
is driven by marketing and not based in
tradition or science. His approach draws on
his extensive clinical experience which spans
15 years of full time practice and over 15,000
clients.

Lindsey Feldpausch is a
clinical herbalist, avid
medicine maker and a
nature-based mamma.
Trained in the art of
western herbalism, she
believes in the healing
powers of plants and our
innate abilities to tap into
this knowledge. Kindling this belief in
others and showing people the way of
the herbs, is one of her life?s objectives.
As an instructor at the Eclectic School of
Herbal Medicine, she teaches materia
medica and medicine making. She is also
program director, and works to oversees
the apothecary and medicine making for
product creation and the free clinic.

For r est Tr acy Ch alm er s
Forrest Tracy Chalmers is a functional herbalist,
massage therapist, movement therapist, and
practitioner of traditional Chinese medicine.
Originally on the road to be a medical doctor,
Forrest?s interests in history and anthropology led
him to the lesser traveled path of Herbalism and
other forms of historical medicine. He began his
herbal journey with a 5-year apprenticeship with a
traditional Chinese herbalist in Bastrop, Texas, and
then worked to complete his master ?s degree in
acupuncture and Chinese medicine at Texas Health
And Science University in Austin. Feeling an
incongruency in studying only the traditions of the
East, Forrest began to seek out the traditional
healing systems of the West, and this led him to the
Eclectic School Of Herbal Medicine.
The integration of science and tradition forms the
core of Forrest?s philosophy. With clients he utilizes
herbs, whole foods, natural movements, lifestyle
modifications as well as healing modality?s like
acupuncture, hands on therapy, hydrotherapy, and
other traditional healing methods.

